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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 

 

MOTHER SMITH, on behalf of herself and 

as Parent and Natural Guardian, on behalf of 

ABRAHAM SMITH, a Minor, 

 

            Plaintiffs, 

 

               v. 

MILTON HERSHEY SCHOOL, 

 

              Defendant. 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

:

: 

 

 

 

Case No: 11-7391-CDJ 

 

 

 

PLAINTIFFS’ MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO   

DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO TRANSFER VENUE  

TO THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Milton Hershey School (―MHS,‖ ―Defendant,‖ or ―the School‖ ) openly admits that 

it denied thirteen year old Abraham Smith admission solely because he has HIV.  Relying on 

little more than conjecture and speculation, MHS declared Abraham a direct threat to its 

students, in an attempt to justify its violation of federal and state antidiscrimination laws.   

Now the Milton Hershey School seeks to deny Abraham his choice of venue in the 

federal district courthouse that is closest to his residence.  MHS’s motion to transfer is similarly 

based on speculation and remote possibilities.  MHS concedes, in both its Answer and in its 

Motion to Transfer, that venue is proper in this District – Abraham’s chosen forum.  Its chief 

rationale for requesting transfer to the Middle District of Pennsylvania is to reduce the commute 

time of a still-to-be determined group of its employees to the courthouse, at the expense of 

Abraham, his mother, and his health-care providers at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 

(―CHOP‖).   
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In arguing for a transfer, however, the School fails to meet its heavy burden necessary to 

overcome the substantial weight afforded to a plaintiffs’ choice of forum, especially, as here, 

where Plaintiffs reside in the forum and the proposed transfer forum is less than one hundred 

miles away.  MHS’s request would simply shift the inconvenience of a two hour commute from 

the School to Abraham and his mother, a low-income family represented by a nonprofit public-

interest law firm.  In contrast, MHS has close to $8 billion in assets and approximately two 

thousand employees and volunteers. There is no question that MHS is in a better position to bear 

any inconvenience associated with the commute. 

In an attempt to avoid this inevitable conclusion, MHS suggests that if any single medical 

or admissions personnel is away from the School for an extended period of time, it ―would have 

to avoid all campus admissions interviews for the entire period of trial,‖ and there could be ―dire 

consequences on the health and well being of [its] nearly 1,850 students.‖  Mot. to Transfer at 8.  

It strains credibility to suggest that a school with such tremendous resources, which is located 

less than three miles from the renowned Milton S. Hershey Medical Center and Penn State 

Hershey Children’s Hospital, does not have the capacity to ensure that school operations 

continue uninterrupted in the absence of a few key personnel during the time it would take them 

to commute to this Courthouse.  

MHS also argues that a transfer is warranted because this Court or the jury would have to 

see the School at trial to fully understand its ―unique‖ environment. The concept of a boarding 

school is not so unusual, however, that MHS would not be able to explain its residential setting 

to the jury through testimony or other evidence.  In addition, a site visit is likely to be highly 

prejudicial to Plaintiffs’ case without any corresponding probative value, and presents serious 

manageability concerns.  Assuming arguendo that MHS’s request for a site visit will even be 
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considered for trial, the visit may be scheduled with equal ease (or difficulty) from either the 

Eastern or Middle District of Pennsylvania.  

Further, while MHS is mindful to note -- with suggestions of doomsday scenarios -- how 

the absence of a few key personnel might impact the school, it has turned a blind eye to the effect 

of a transfer on the only non-party witnesses currently identified by either party: Abraham’s 

health care providers at CHOP.  Abraham’s doctor and case manager provide crucial services to 

their patients, and would be greatly inconvenienced if forced to travel to the Middle District to 

give testimony.  

MHS hides behind the laudatory banner of protecting its students as a blanket excuse for 

its continued insensitive and unlawful treatment of Abraham — whether denying him admission 

to its School or seeking to move the case several hours from his home.  In both instances, MHS 

is legally and factually wrong.  MHS’ Motion to Transfer should be denied, and the case should 

proceed before this Court in this judicial district. 

II. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

This case concerns the Milton Hershey School’s unlawful discriminatory decision to 

refuse to consider thirteen-year old Abraham Smith for admission because of his HIV status, in 

violation of Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12181, et seq. 

(―ADA‖).  On November 30, 2011, Plaintiff Mother Smith filed the instant action on behalf of 

herself and her minor child, Abraham Smith, for violation of the ADA and intentional infliction 

of emotional distress.  (Dkt. No. 1.)  Plaintiffs filed a First Amended Complaint on January 20, 

2012.  (―FAC‖) (Dkt. No. 8.) 

Abraham and his Mother reside in Delaware County, Pennsylvania, and Abraham attends 

school in Delaware County, in this judicial district.  (FAC ¶¶ 14-15, 23.)  Abraham receives his 
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medical care, and his medical records are located at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 

(―CHOP‖) in Philadelphia, in this judicial district.  Id. at ¶¶ 25, 30.  CHOP is located 

approximately 93 miles away from the district court in Harrisburg, and less than three miles from 

this Court.  See Declaration of Ronda B. Goldfein (―Goldfein Decl.‖) at ¶¶ 6, 7, Exs. A & B.  

Abraham’s case manager at CHOP, Layla De Luria, had several telephone conversations with 

employees at MHS about Abraham, and submitted his medical records to MHS as part of the 

application process.  (FAC ¶¶ 27-30) (noting that a representative of MHS told Ms. De Luria that 

MHS ―did not take kids like that.‖). 

MHS is a cost-free private, coeducational home and school for pre-Kindergarten through 

12
th

 Grade students from families of low income, limited resources, and social need, located in 

Hershey, Pennsylvania.  FAC ¶ 16; Defendant’s Answer and Counterclaim (―Ans.‖) (Dkt. No. 

10) ¶ 16 (admitting allegation).  MHS is registered in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as a 

non-profit corporation.  FAC at ¶ 7; Goldfein Decl. ¶ 8, Ex. C.  MHS is located 82 miles by 

straight-line measurements from this Court.  See Goldfein Decl. ¶ 9, Ex. D.   According to its 

990 IRS Form for fiscal year 2009, MHS employed 1,492 individuals and 588 volunteers.  See 

Goldfein Decl. ¶¶ 10, 11, Ex. E.  According to MHS, the School serves more than 1,800 

students.  (Ans. ¶ 103.)  MHS reported total assets of close to $8 billion in its 990 IRS Form for 

fiscal year 2009.  See Goldfein Decl. ¶¶ 10, 12, Ex. E (reporting total assets of $7,738,773,688). 

MHS solicits and enrolls students in this judicial district, and gives preferential admission 

to students born in this judicial district.  (FAC ¶ 9.)  MHS’ Deed of Trust requires first level 

preferential admission to students born in certain counties in Pennsylvania, including Lancaster 

County, which is located in this judicial district, and second level preferential admission to 

students born in Pennsylvania, including those born in this judicial district.  Id. at ¶¶ 10-11; Ans. 
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¶¶ 10-11 (admitting allegations in part).  MHS regularly conducts informational events for 

prospective students and families in this judicial district.  (FAC ¶ 12; Ans. ¶ 12.)  MHS’s alumni 

association chartered chapters of its association in this judicial district.  (FAC ¶ 13; Ans. ¶ 13.) 

In or around April 2011, Mother completed an application for Abraham’s enrollment at 

MHS from this judicial district and sent it to MHS.  (FAC ¶ 31.)  Mother also directed 

Abraham’s academic records to be sent from his school in this judicial district to MHS, and 

Abraham’s medical records were sent to MHS from CHOP.  Id. at ¶¶ 30, 32.  On June 30, 2011, 

MHS sent Mother a letter to her home address in this judicial district, which stated that 

Abraham’s ―application will not be considered for possible enrollment,‖ because ―it has been 

determined that [Abraham’s] documented needs are beyond the scope of the Milton Hershey 

School programs. Specifically, we are unable to meet his needs in our residential setting.‖  Id. at 

¶ 35.   

MHS openly admits that it did not enroll Abraham because of his HIV status.  See Ans. 

¶¶ 36, 110 (―[T]he reason the School discontinued processing Abraham Smith’s application was 

related to his HIV-positive status.‖).  MHS’ rejection of Abraham and the receipt of MHS’ 

rejection letter caused Abraham and Mother severe mental anguish, grief, worry, and other 

emotional disturbances in this judicial district.  (FAC ¶¶ 60-61, 72-76.) 

MHS argues that it denied Abraham enrollment because it believes he poses a direct 

threat to other students through the possibility of consensual sexual conduct.  (Ans. ¶¶ A, 36, 83, 

115 & 121) (―[T]he School’s primary concern is based upon the direct threat to the safety of 

other students through the transmission of HIV by sexual conduct.‖).  MHS further argues that it 

performed an individualized assessment of Abraham, despite admitting that it did not obtain any 

additional information about him outside of the records that were sent.  See FAC ¶¶ 43-45; Ans. 
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¶¶ 43-45 (admitting that ―the School did not evaluate information about Plaintiffs beyond the 

records received,‖ including that the School failed to speak with Abraham’s doctor, interview 

Abraham or his mother, perform any cognitive or behavioral tests on him, obtain additional 

information about his behavior, or perform a medical examination of him). 

MHS also argues that implementation of Universal Precautions
1
 ―might require a 

fundamental alteration of its programs.‖  See Ans. ¶ 114 (providing ―training to students within 

the student home to not provide first aid for each other in emergencies without following 

Universal Precautions might require a fundamental alteration of its programs‖).  Finally, MHS 

admits that it made its decision out of fear of litigation through ―a subsequent tort claim by an 

infected student‖ if Abraham was admitted to its school.
2
  (Ans. ¶ 121.) 

Plaintiffs will demonstrate that MHS made its decision based on unfounded assumptions, 

unwarranted fears, generalizations, prejudice and stereotypes rather than the current medical 

knowledge and the best available objective evidence about HIV transmission, and without 

conducting an individualized assessment of Abraham’s specific disability, in violation of the 

ADA.  (FAC ¶¶ 37-45, 54-57). 

                                                        
1
 MHS’ admission that it does not currently practice universal precautions is highly 

disconcerting, as such guidelines are standard practice and recommended to avoid exposures to 

all sorts of bloodborne pathogens and infections, including HIV.  See Goldfein Decl. at ¶ 13; Ex. 

F  (Fact Sheet of the Pennsylvania Chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics, 

recommending and describing steps for implementation of Standard and Universal Precautions in 

all early education and child care settings to prevent exposure to bloodborne pathogens such as 

Hepatitis B, CMV and HIV ―even when those spreading the micro-organisms do not appear to be 

ill‖).  Regardless of the outcome of this litigation, MHS’ failure to implement these precautions 

truly does put the health and safety of its more than 1,800 students at risk. 
2
 The Supreme Court has recognized that a ―fear of litigation‖ defense is not a valid excuse for 

making a discriminatory decision in violation of an individual’s civil rights.  See Ricci v. 

DeStefano, 557 U.S. 557, 129 S. Ct. 2658, 2681 (2009). 
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MHS filed the instant motion to transfer venue to the Middle District of Pennsylvania, 

based solely on 28 U.S.C. § 1404.  

III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 

A. Standard of Review 

28 U.S.C. § 1404(a) provides that ―[f]or the convenience of the parties and witnesses, in 

the interest of justice, a district court may transfer any civil action to any other district or division 

where it might have been brought.‖  See Jumara v. State Farm Ins. Co., 55 F.3d 873, 879 (3d 

Cir. 1995).  While section 1404(a) ―gives the district courts discretion to decide a motion to 

transfer based on an individualized, case-by-case consideration of convenience and fairness, such 

motions are not to be liberally granted.‖  Dinterman v. Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co., 26 F. Supp. 2d 

747, 749 (E.D. Pa. 1998).  In a motion to transfer venue under this section, the burden is on the 

moving party to establish that another forum would be more convenient.  Jumara, 55 F.3d at 

879; Shutte v. Armco Steel Corp., 431 F.2d 22, 25 (3d Cir. 1970) (―[U]nless the balance of 

convenience of the parties is strongly in favor of defendant, the plaintiff’s choice of forum 

should prevail.‖) (emphasis in original). 

In accordance with 28 U.S.C. § 1404(a), after establishing that venue would be proper in 

both districts at issue, the court must conduct a balancing test and weigh a number of factors in 

deciding whether the ―interests of justice [would] be better served by a transfer to a different 

forum.‖  Jumara, 55 F.3d at 879 (quoting 15 Charles Alan Wright & Arthur R. Miller, Federal 

Practice and Procedure § 3847 (―Fed. Prac. & Proc.‖)).  With no ―definitive formula or list of 

the factors to consider,‖ the Third Circuit in Jumara outlined a framework to apply when 

considering a motion to transfer venue under § 1404(a).  Id. (internal citation omitted).   
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The Jumara factors include: ―(1) the plaintiff’s choice of forum; (2) the defendant's 

preferred forum; (3) the place where the claim arose; (4) the relative ease of access to sources of 

proof, but only to the extent that the proof could not be produced in one of the fora; (5) the 

convenience of the parties, as demonstrated by financial condition and physical location; (6) the 

convenience of the witnesses, but only to the extent that they are actually unavailable for trial in 

one of the fora; and (7) the public interest in deciding local controversies at home.‖  Gent v. Pa. 

State Univ., Civ. No. 05–5125, 2006 WL 1686652, at *1 (E.D. Pa. Jun. 14, 2006) (citing Jumara, 

55 F.3d at 879). The public interest factors, in turn, include the ―relative congestion of court 

dockets, choice of law considerations, and the relationship of the community in which the courts 

and jurors are required to serve to the occurrences that give rise to the litigation.‖  Lindley v. 

Caterpillar, Inc., 93 F. Supp. 2d 615, 617 (E.D. Pa. 2000) (citations omitted); see also Jumara, 

55 F.3d at 879. 

Rather than set out the applicable legal standard and engage in a comprehensive analysis 

of the Jumara factors, MHS merely asserted two main arguments that it believed made the 

Middle District more ―convenient.‖
3
  As described below, MHS is not able to meet its burden of 

proof for transfer because neither of its arguments is legally or factually sound, and a proper 

analysis of the Jumara factors supports maintaining venue in this Court. 

B. Defendant Concedes that Venue is Proper In the Eastern District of 

Pennsylvania 

Before engaging in an analysis of the Jumara factors, a court will determine whether 

venue may be properly laid under 28 U.S.C. § 1391 in both forums.  In their First Amended 

                                                        
3
 In the event MHS attempts to engage in such an analysis and asserts new arguments in a reply 

brief, this Court should decline to grant MHS leave to file its reply.  See U.S. v. Martin, 454 F. 

Supp. 2d 278, 281 n.3 (E.D. Pa. 2006) (declining to address any issue raised for the first time in 

reply). 
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Complaint, Plaintiffs alleged that venue is proper in this judicial district both because a 

substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claims alleged occurred in this 

judicial district, and because MHS is a non-profit corporation that resides in this judicial district.  

See FAC ¶¶ 6-13; 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(1)&(2).
4
  

MHS expressly concedes that venue would be proper in both the Middle District of 

Pennsylvania and this judicial district.  See Mot. to Transfer at 2 n.1 (―There is no dispute that 

venue may be proper in this district.‖); Ans. ¶ 6 (―It is admitted that venue is proper in this 

district.‖).   

In this case, substantial events giving rise to Plaintiffs’ ADA and emotional distress 

claims took place in this judicial district, including the submission of Abraham’s application, 

medical and school records.  Mother and Abraham’s case manager corresponded with MHS from 

this judicial district, and MHS sent its rejection letter to this judicial district.  Mother and 

Abraham both felt the harm and distress from MHS’s discriminatory actions in this judicial 

district.  These facts are sufficient to confer venue in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 

1391(b)(2).  See Wilson v. Pa. State Police Dept., No. 94-6547, 1995 WL 129202, at *2 (E.D. 

Pa. Mar. 24, 1995) (Rendell, J.) (finding substantial events occurred in this judicial district in an 

ADA claim, where the plaintiff submitted his application, corresponded with the defendant, and 

received his rejection letter, even though the defendant’s policies and decisions were made in the 

Middle District). 

                                                        
4
 The Federal Courts Jurisdiction and Venue Clarification Act of 2011 altered the numbering and 

changed some provisions of 28 U.S.C. §1391.  See Pub. L. No. 112-63, 125 Stat. 763.  However, 

the changes do not affect actions that were filed prior to January 6, 2012, such as this case.  See 

Federal Courts Jurisdiction and Venue Clarification Act of 2011 §205, 28 U.S.C. 1390 note.   
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In addition, MHS resides in this district because it has continuous and substantial contacts 

in this judicial district such that it would be subject to personal jurisdiction here.  See 28 U.S.C. § 

1391(c) (For purposes of section 1391(b)(1), a defendant that is a corporation resides ―in any 

judicial district in which it is subject to personal jurisdiction at the time the action is 

commenced.‖).  MHS’ founding charter requires it to give first level priority in admissions to 

students born in Lancaster county (in this judicial district), and second level priority to students 

born in Pennsylvania, including in this judicial district.  MHS also admits that it conducts regular 

recruitment activities in this judicial district, and its alumni association chartered chapters in this 

judicial district.  These contacts are extensive and continuous, reaching back to the 1909 charter, 

and demonstrate that MHS purposely availed itself of the Eastern District.  Moreover, MHS’ 

action in this case caused harm or tortious injury in this judicial district through its acts and 

omissions, both in and out of this judicial district.  See Pa. Long-Arm Statute, 42 Pa. C.S.A. § 

5322(a)(3)&(4).  Thus, MHS would be subject to personal jurisdiction here, and therefore can be 

deemed to reside in this district, making venue proper under §1391(b)(1). 

As MHS does not dispute that venue would be proper in this district, the Court should 

proceed to the Section 1404 analysis. 

C. Transfer Should Not Be Considered Here Because Of The Relatively Short 

Distance Between The Eastern And Middle Districts 

Consideration of MHS’ request to transfer venue to the Middle District essentially boils 

down to a determination of which party is in a better position to bear the burden of an extra hour 

and a half to two hour commute in the event that this case cannot be resolved prior to trial.  See 

Mot. to Transfer at 7 (MHS arguing inconvenience in travelling ―anywhere from 2 to any 

number of hours from the federal courthouse in Philadelphia, depending on traffic.‖).  It is well-

settled that it is not appropriate to transfer a case if doing so merely shifts the inconvenience 
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from one party to another.  See, e.g., TruePosition, Inc. v. Sunon, Inc., No. 05-3023, 2006 WL 

1686635, at *11 (E.D. Pa. Jun. 14, 2006) (―A transfer is not warranted where, as in this case, a 

defendant simply seeks to shift the inconvenience to the plaintiff.‖); Johnston v. Exelon Corp., 

No. 04-4040, 2005 WL 696896, at *3 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 23, 2005) (same). 

Additionally, where the transfer requested involves a forum located a relatively short 

distance from the original forum, such as is the case here, ―some courts have refused to apply 

[the section 1404] multi-factored balancing test.‖  Jumara, 55 F.3d at 880; see also Jenkins v. 

Wilson Freight Forwarding Co., 104 F. Supp. 422, 424-5 (S.D.N.Y. 1952) (holding that section 

1404 ―was designed and reserved for those instances where the transfer was sought to a District 

Court substantially distant from the district where the action had been instituted; otherwise it is 

difficult to imagine that there could be real inconvenience to the parties or witnesses.‖); 

Buchanan v. Umhoefer, No. 10–CV–3175, 2011 WL 3421502, at *2 (E.D.N.Y. Aug. 3, 2011) 

(quoting Jenkins); 15 Fed. Prac. & Proc. § 3854 (commenting that the reasoning in Jenkins 

―seems eminently sound given the relative ease of traveling between two cities in the United 

States‖). 

Other courts have weighed the short travel distance as a factor against transfer.  See Gent, 

2006 WL 1686652, at *2 (―[T]he difference in distance between State College and Philadelphia 

and State College and the various places where the federal court sits in the Middle District of 

Pennsylvania is simply not sufficient to cause cognizable inconvenience to defendant.‖); Death 

Row Prisoners of Pa. v. Ridge, No. Civ. A. 96-3179, 1996 WL 421852, at *5 n.3 (E.D. Pa. 1996) 

(denying motion to transfer and, noting that ―[d]efendants residing in the Middle District need 

not travel an inconvenient distance to reach the Eastern District.  The Pennsylvania Turnpike 

provides a direct route from Harrisburg to Philadelphia.‖); Smith v. Colonial Penn Ins. Co., 943 
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F. Supp. 782, 784 (S.D. Tex. 1996) (denying request to transfer venue a short distance, noting 

―[d]efendant should be assured that it is not embarking on a three-week-long trip via covered 

wagons when it travels to Galveston.  Rather, [d]efendant will be pleased to discover that the 

highway is paved and lighted all the way to Galveston, and thanks to the efforts of this Court’s 

predecessor, Judge Roy Bean, the trip should be free of rustlers, hooligans, or vicious varmints 

of unsavory kind.‖). 

In Jumara, the Third Circuit explicitly recognized the validity of these concerns, and held 

that transfer should only be made in such cases if the other factors weigh heavily in favor of 

transfer.  See Jumara, 55 F.3d at 880.  In light of these cases, the Court should evaluate MHS’ 

convenience arguments with a healthy dose of skepticism, and should not order transfer absent a 

finding that the other factors weigh heavily in favor of transfer.  As described below, the Jumara 

factors weigh heavily in favor of Plaintiffs, not MHS, such that transfer must be denied. 

D. The Private Interest Factors Support Maintaining Venue In This Court 

1. Plaintiffs’ Choice of Forum Is Entitled To Substantial Deference, 

Especially Where Plaintiffs Reside In This Forum 

When considering the first two Jumara factors, the parties’ respective choice of forums, 

Plaintiffs’ choice should be given great deference and weight, and may not lightly be overturned.  

See Gulf Oil v. Gilbert, 330 U.S. 501, 508 (1947) (―[U]nless the balance is strongly in favor of 

the defendant, the plaintiff’s choice of forum should rarely be disturbed.‖), Shutte v. Armco Steel 

Corp., 431 F.2d 22, 25 (3d Cir. 1970) (―It is black letter law that a plaintiff’s choice of a proper 

forum is a paramount consideration in any determination of a transfer request, and that choice 

should not be lightly disturbed.‖) (internal citations omitted). 

Plaintiffs reside in Delaware County, and Plaintiffs’ preference is given particular weight 

where, as here, they reside in the venue where the case was filed.  See Piper Aircraft Co. v. 
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Reyno, 454 U.S. 235, 256 (1981) (―[A] plaintiff’s choice of forum is entitled to greater deference 

when the plaintiff has chosen the home forum.‖); Leone v. Cataldo, 574 F. Supp. 2d 471 (E.D. 

Pa. 2008) (―If a plaintiff brings suit in his home forum, then his choice of forum is entitled to 

even greater deference.‖). 

MHS acknowledges the weight given to Plaintiffs’ choice of forum but argues that this 

choice should not be given particular weight here because ―none of the operative facts occurred 

in the selected forum.‖  Mot. to Transfer at 4-5.  Contrary to MHS’ assertion, however, a 

substantial part of the operative facts did occur in this judicial district, a point that MHS 

implicitly concedes by admitting venue is proper here. See supra Section B.  

In addition, other courts in this district continue to give deference to plaintiff’s choice of 

forum where the plaintiff resides in the venue, even where no operative facts occurred in the 

district.  See, e.g., Collins v. U.S., No. 11-4450, 2012 WL 72484, at *2 (E.D. Pa. Jan. 10, 2012) 

(holding that plaintiff’s choice of forum in her state of residence was entitled to ―substantial 

deference‖ even where a ―substantial part of the events and circumstances giving rise to [the] 

claim‖ occurred elsewhere); Labrot v. John Elway Chrysler Jeep on Broadway, 436 F. Supp. 2d 

729, 731 (E.D. Pa. 2006) (―Although deference to [p]laintiff’s choice of forum is somewhat 

diminished because the operative facts that gave rise to the action occurred in another forum, … 

this factor still weighs against the transfer.‖). 

Accordingly, Plaintiffs’ choice of forum should be given substantial weight, both because 

a substantial part of the events occurred here, and because Plaintiffs reside in this judicial 

district. 
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2. Proof of Plaintiffs’ Claim May Be Accessed With Equal Ease From 

The Eastern District of Pennsylvania 

The next Jumara factor looks to the relative ease of access to sources of proof, but only 

to the extent that the proof could not be produced in one of the fora.  Jumara, 55 F.3d at 879.  

MHS makes no arguments that records will be difficult to access or unavailable in either forum.  

Instead, MHS’ primary argument for transfer is that the Middle District would be a more 

convenient forum for a site visit to its campus at trial.  Mot. to Transfer at 6-7.  

 In so arguing, however, MHS asserts as a foregone conclusion that either this Court or 

the Middle District would agree that a site visit would be permissible or necessary to MHS’ 

ability to defend this case.  See Borgwarner, Inc. v. Honeywell Intern., Inc., No. 1:07-cv-184, 

2008 WL 394991, at *4 (W.D.N.C. Feb. 11, 2008) (noting that ―reality must be factored in, and 

this court is certain that both this court and its sister court in California would prefer (if not 

require) a video of the process at each plant in lieu of the expense, risk, and delay that would be 

inherent with an actual view.‖).  In the event that this case proceeds to trial, MHS’ proposed site 

visit would have no probative value, would pose all sorts of manageability problems, and would 

be highly prejudicial to Plaintiffs.   

The Third Circuit has held that, while a federal court may allow a jury visit, its decision 

to disallow a jury view is ―highly discretionary.‖  Kelley v. Wegman’s Food Markets, Inc., 98 

Fed. App’x 102, 105 (3d Cir. 2004) (holding that district court did not abuse its discretion in 

denying store’s request for a jury view, where court determined that jury view would be time 

consuming, difficult to control, and unnecessary for jurors to fully appreciate the case, in light of 

numerous photographs, reports, and testimony); see also Trueman v. City if Upper Chichester, 

289 Fed. App’x 529, 535 (3d Cir. 2008) (holding that district court acted ―well within its 
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discretion‖ in its decision to deny request for jury visit, and noting that ―such an on-site visit 

would be highly out of the ordinary.‖) (emphasis added). 

In its Motion, MHS has failed to articulate what the Court or jury would view at the 

School that would be so critical to its defense.  ―Courts should refuse to take into account the 

possibility of a jury view [in the transfer analysis] unless the moving party has shown how a 

view of the locality of the events in litigation could be helpful.‖  15 Fed. Prac. & Proc. § 3854 

(noting that ―[t]his judicial approach seems especially sound given the very small percentage of 

federal cases that actually reach trial.‖).  Given its defense that Abraham’s HIV status poses a 

direct threat to the health and safety of its students because of the alleged risk of potential 

―unprotected consensual sex with other students,‖ Ans. at A, MHS has not and cannot articulate 

exactly what a jury would actually view on such a site visit that would have any probative value 

in understanding ―[w]hy the direct threat is magnified in the School’s setting.‖  Mot. to Transfer 

at 7.  

Moreover, MHS has not demonstrated why its setting is so ―unique‖ that jurors would not 

be able fully understand the how its students are ―cared for just as a parent would care for his or 

her own child‖ without visiting the School.  See Mot. to Transfer at 5.  The structure of a 

boarding school where students live on campus is not outside the general knowledge of a jury, 

and surely a jury can fully understand how parents care for their own children without having to 

view the School in action taking care of those children.  There is no reason why MHS cannot 

present its defenses through fact or expert witnesses, or other forms of admissible evidence at 

trial. 

In addition, a site visit under the circumstances described by MHS would be incredibly 

difficult to control.  Jury views involve time-consuming disruptions to the ordinary course of a 
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trial, and include inherent, additional risks to the manageability of trial, such as unauthorized 

comments, hearsay, or other improper conduct.  See 2 McCormick On Evid. § 219 (6th ed.).  

MHS’ proposal for a jury view would be especially unmanageable because it would not involve 

a view of any static accident scene, but rather an observation of ―daily moment-to-moment 

realities‖ of its students.
5
  See Mot. to Transfer at 6 (―In this action what needs to be seen is how 

and where children live.  What are the daily, moment-to-moment realities of this location that 

bear directly on how children interact with each other?‖) (emphasis in original).  Such a view 

could be subject to influence by MHS, even if unintentional, which could create serious 

difficulties at trial.  See, e.g., Grand Trunk Western R. Co. v. Pursley, 530 N.E.2d 139 (Ind. App. 

1988) (holding that railroad’s attempted simulation of accident transgressed bounds of proper 

jury view, and ordering new trial).  For these reasons, Plaintiffs will strongly object to any 

proposed site visit by the Court or a jury as highly prejudicial.   

Finally, any possibility that the Court would grant MHS’ request for a site visit at trial 

over Plaintiffs’ vigorous objections should not be given any weight in the transfer analysis, 

because a site visit could also be accomplished from this judicial district.  See LeDoux v. Isle of 

Capri Casinos, Inc., 218 F. Supp. 2d 835, 838 (E.D. Tex. 2002) (denying motion to transfer 

venue, and noting that even though the court would ―likely not‖ visit the scene during a trial, the 

logistics of ―moving the jury, court personnel, and parties to the scene … would not be 

                                                        
5
 By contrast, both of the cases cited by MHS to support its assertion that the possibility of a jury 

view warrant transfer anticipate view of a static accident scene, not a tableau of the ―daily 

realities‖ of a school.  See Christensen v. Hyatt Corp., No. 1:09-cv-70, 2009 WL 51957772 (D. 

Virgin Islands Dec. 21, 2009) (granting unopposed motion to transfer by defendant and 

considering site visit of scene of accident where plaintiff alleged in complaint that site was 

especially dangerous ―if one is unfamiliar with the area.‖); Grohoski v. Wyndham Int’l., Inc., No. 

Civ. A. 04-3949, 2005 WL 475175 (E D. Pa. Mar. 1, 2005) (considering scene of the accident in 

motion to transfer). 
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significantly more difficult‖ from the plaintiffs’ forum choice, where ―[i]t would simply be about 

an hour more driving each way.‖).  Accordingly, Defendant’s request for a site visit should not 

be considered as a factor in support of transfer. 

3. This Judicial District Is Far More Convenient for Plaintiffs, and 

Defendant’s Convenience Arguments Lack Merit 

The next Jumara factor, the convenience of the parties, as demonstrated by financial 

condition and physical location, also supports maintaining venue in this judicial district.  While 

MHS is a well-resourced institution with close to eight billion dollars in assets, Plaintiffs are 

low-income individuals represented pro bono by their non-profit law firm.  See Goldfein Decl. 

¶¶ 2, 3; see also Clark v. Burger King Corp., 255 F. Supp. 2d 334, 338 (D. N.J. 2003) (balancing 

the financial condition of a disabled individual with limited resources against a corporation with 

annual revenues of $8 billion as a factor against transfer in a Title III claim under the ADA).  

The extra burden and expense of the additional hour and a half commute each way to the 

courthouse is far better borne by MHS than Plaintiffs. 

Mother and Abraham are much less prepared to bear the burden of the additional travel 

than MHS.  Plaintiffs are sufficiently low-income to meet MHS’ ―initial minimal qualifications 

for admission to the School,‖ Ans. ¶ 109, which include being from ―a family of low income, 

limited resources, and social need.‖  (FAC ¶ 33.)  In addition, Abraham is a 13 year-old child 

who would either be pulled out of school, miss out on time to do his homework, or both, for an 

additional three to four hours each time he had to appear in the Middle District.  In the event of 

trial, Plaintiffs’ law firm, the AIDS Law Project of Pennsylvania, would have to bear the 

additional expense of paying for Plaintiffs (as well as its legal team) to stay in a hotel for the 

duration of trial.  See Goldfein Decl. ¶¶ 5.  Staying in a hotel for trial would also burden 

Plaintiffs, who would have to make arrangements to be away from their home for the entire trial, 
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or make the three to four hour commute each day (and incur the costs associated with such 

travel) to avoid such inconvenience.   

Here, there is no question that MHS is far better resourced than Plaintiffs.  In addition to 

its significant financial resources, MHS has hired the law firm of Saul Ewing, which boasts more 

than 240 attorneys in ten offices located throughout the Mid-Atlantic region, including one in 

Philadelphia with nearly 100 attorneys.  Moreover, one of MHS’ three attorneys of record works 

out of Saul Ewing’s District of Columbia office, making Philadelphia a more convenient forum 

for him to travel than Harrisburg.  Courts consistently hold that a movant’s comparatively greater 

resources weigh against transfer.  See, e.g., Collins v. U.S., No. 11-4450, 2012 WL 72484, at *2 

(E.D. Pa. Jan. 10, 2012) (holding that, where individual plaintiff was a resident in this judicial 

district, the relative financial conditions of the parties ―weigh[ed] heavily in favor‖ of 

maintaining the action here). 

In an attempt to escape the unavoidable conclusion that it is better resourced than 

Plaintiffs and can better bear the burden of travel, MHS argues that maintaining venue in this 

Court would ―jeopardize the School’s operations,‖ and ―have dire consequences on the health 

and well-being of MHS’s nearly 1,850 students.‖  See Mot. to Transfer at 8, 10 (―Pulling the 

School’s medical staff away from campus does more than inconvenience the well-being of 

students – it puts those 1,850 students at a real risk.‖).  MHS characterizes its School as a fragile 

house of cards, the removal of any one of which would bring down the entire institution. 

Nothing could be further from the truth.  At no point during this case will MHS be 

required to remove its medical staff whole cloth and leave its students exposed to danger.  MHS’ 

medical staff will not need to attend the entire trial (fact witnesses of a party are typically 

prohibited from hearing the live testimony of other fact witnesses at trial, with the exception of a 
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party representative), and the parties can work together with the Court to stagger witness 

testimony of MHS’ employees to minimize disruption.  Regardless of the venue of this case, 

depositions will not be taken at the courthouse.
6
 

Additionally, in light of its vast resources, MHS’ doomsday prophesies ring hollow.  

MHS employs close to 1,500 employees as well as 588 volunteers who work at or for the School. 

See Goldfein Decl. ¶ 10; Ex. E.  Presumably MHS permits its employees to leave campus, go on 

vacations, or attend to personal matters without the school collapsing.  The School has state of 

the art medical facilities located on campus, which includes ―a medical staff of pediatricians, 

registered nurses, certified nursing assistants, a pre-enrollment coordinator, staff assistants, a 

medical claims analyst and a health systems manager.‖  (FAC ¶ 21; Ans. ¶ 21 (admitting 

allegations)).  In addition, the renowned Milton S. Hershey Medical Center and Penn State 

Hershey Children’s Hospital are located less than three miles from Defendant’s campus.  See 

Goldfein Decl. ¶ 14; Ex. G.   Given these resources, it is implausible that the School’s 1,850 

students would be put at risk by requiring relevant, as yet unidentified, witnesses on MHS’ 

medical staff to commute to Philadelphia for a single day of trial testimony. 

                                                        
6
 In its motion, MHS ―suggests‖ that ―it may be best if depositions occur at the School, so that 

key personnel can be where they need to be in the event of an emergency.‖  Mot. to Transfer at 9 

n.2.  MHS also makes the unfounded assumption that Plaintiffs will not want to attend 

depositions.  Id. at 9.  The AIDS Law Project of Pennsylvania typically relies on the generosity 

of court reporters to provide their services pro bono for depositions, and has been successful in 

obtaining such services in the past for depositions held at its offices in Philadelphia.  Goldfein 

Decl. ¶ 4.  Plaintiffs will be willing to discuss the location of depositions to accommodate certain 

of MHS’ ―key personnel,‖ provided that Plaintiffs choose not to attend those depositions, and 

MHS agrees to bear the additional costs associated with conducting depositions closer to the 

School. 
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The convenience of the parties factor strongly favors maintaining venue in Plaintiffs’ 

resident forum, especially given the financial condition and imbalance of resources available to 

each party. 

4. The Convenience Of Witnesses Favor Maintaining the Action in This 

Judicial District 

Finally, the convenience of witnesses factor also strongly supports Plaintiffs’ position. 

―Convenience of the witnesses matters only to the extent that the witnesses may actually be 

unavailable for trial in one of the fora.‖  Jumara, 55 F.3d at 879 (citation omitted). In 

considering this factor, the court ―focuses on the convenience of non-party witnesses.‖  Pub. 

Util. Serv. Corp. v. Leggett & Platt, Inc., 2008 WL 4610241, at *4 (E.D. Pa. Oct. 16, 2008); see 

also Gent, 2006 WL 1686652, at *2 (holding that, for the convenience of witness factor, ―we are 

not required to consider the burden on defendant’s employees independent of defendant’s own 

burden‖).   

All of the individuals MHS lists as potential witnesses are its employees, and therefore 

are not considered in the convenience of witnesses factor. Compare Mot. to Transfer at 8 (―The 

witnesses of interest to the Plaintiffs will include school administrators, teachers, coaches, 

houseparents, relief houseparents, counselors, and medical personnel.‖) with Advanced Fiber 

Technologies (AFT) Trust v. J & L Fiber Services, Inc., No. 07-CV-1191, 2008 WL 4890377, at 

*4 (N.D. N.Y. Nov. 12, 2008) (―any employees of a party, despite their geographic location, can 

reasonably be expected to testify as witnesses at trial and their availability is not a 

consideration‖).   

In fact, the only non-party witnesses who have been identified thus far by either party are 

Plaintiffs’ doctor and case manager, who work at CHOP in this judicial district.  See FAC at ¶¶ 

25, 27-30.  Both of these individuals perform jobs that are essential to the health and well-being 
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of their patients, and both would be more inconvenienced by travel to Harrisburg than 

Philadelphia. 

Even if the Court were to consider the convenience of MHS’ employee witnesses, MHS 

has not plausibly demonstrated that any of its witnesses would actually be unavailable for trial in 

this forum.  Instead, MHS makes vague assertions that ―[t]here are also some School employees 

who are beyond the Court’s 100-mile subpoena power.‖
7
  Gurt Decl., Dkt. No. 9-2, ¶ 21; see also 

Mot. to Transfer at 5.  According to MHS, ―[t]he majority of School employees live in and 

around Hershey, Pennsylvania, and near the School,‖ which is located less than 100 miles from 

this Courthouse.  See Gurt Decl. ¶¶ 19-20 (noting that the School is approximately 93 miles from 

this Court).  In fact, MHS is only 82.7 miles from this Court through the straight-line 

measurement that is generally used under Rule 45’s subpoena powers.  See Goldfein Decl. ¶ 9; 

Core Leasing, Inc. v. American Airlines, Inc., No. 90-1514, 1990 WL 92562, at *2 (E.D. Pa. Jul. 

2, 1990) (noting that location ―situated within 100 miles of this courthouse by the proverbial 

aeronautical crow, is within our subpoena power‖).   

Even if MHS’ employees lived more than 100 miles from this Courthouse, employees of 

a defendant are ―party witnesses who are required to comply with a subpoena regardless of 

where they reside.‖  See White v. SmithKline Beecham Corp., 2007 WL 1237952, at *4 (E.D. Pa. 

Apr. 26, 2007); see also Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(c)(3)(A)(ii) (providing that a non-party witness may 

                                                        
7
 MHS argues that transfer ―may in fact make the prosecution of [Plaintiffs’] case more 

efficient.‖ Mot. To Transfer at 8. MHS’ alleged ―concern‖ for Plaintiffs’ case, aside, such an 

argument is not a valid consideration in this motion.  See 15 Fed. Prac. & Proc. § 3849 (―That the 

plaintiff may be burdened by some inconvenience in its own chosen forum is not an argument 

that a defendant can make successfully in support of its transfer motion.‖); Ruckman v. Life Ins. 

Co. of North America, No. 2:07-CV-0474, 2007 WL 4218968, at *2 (D. Nev. 2007) 

(―Defendant’s arguments that it may be difficult or impossible for [p]laintiff to … obtain the 

necessary witnesses at trial is a little self-serving. It is [p]laintiff’s choice to make, not 

[d]efendant’s to make for her. And [p]laintiff has the right to choose.‖). 
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be compelled to attend trial in the same state even when it may require them to travel ―more than 

100 miles from where that person resides, is employed, or regularly transacts business in 

person‖).  Accordingly, MHS has failed to identify a single witness who would be unavailable in 

this forum at trial. 

MHS’ arguments that ―nearly every witness resides in the Middle District‖ are similarly 

unavailing.  Mot. to Transfer at 8 (emphasis in original).  Setting aside that MHS’ identified 

witnesses are all employees, ―courts generally conclude that the actual number of witnesses each 

party would present is not determinative‖ in weighing the convenience of witnesses.  Pub. Util. 

Serv. Corp., 2008 WL 4610241, at *4 (citing cases). 

Instead, the party seeking a transfer must ―clearly specify the key witnesses to be called 

and must make a general statement of what their testimony will cover. The emphasis must be on 

this rather than on numbers.‖  Jenkins, 104 F. Supp. at 424; see also Plum Tree, Inc. v. 

Stockment, 488 F.2d 754, 757 n.2 (3d Cir. 1973) (holding that moving party must submit ―a list 

of names and addresses it plans to call and affidavits showing the materiality of the matter‖ in 

order to justify transfer).   

MHS has not identified any witness by name, and has failed to clearly specify what the 

substance of any witnesses’ testimony will cover.  See Clay v. Overseas Carriers Corp., 61 

F.R.D. 325, 330 (E.D. Pa. 1973) (holding that ―conclusory affidavits are not helpful and are 

insufficient‖ in considering a motion to transfer, and the moving party must provide ―the names 

and location of witnesses,‖ with ―statements…as to the materiality of testimony‖).  MHS has 

failed to meet its burden of demonstrating how the testimony from teachers, coaches, house-

parents, relief house-parents or counselors would be material to Plaintiffs’ case or its defenses, 

such that convenience of these witnesses would support transfer.   
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Accordingly, as the only identified non-party witnesses are employed in this judicial 

district at CHOP, and MHS has failed to specifically identify a single one of its employee 

witnesses who would be unavailable at trial, the convenience of witnesses’ factor strongly favors 

maintaining venue in this judicial district. 

E. The Public Interest Factors Support Maintaining Venue In This Court 

In addition to the private factors, the public interest factors also strongly support 

maintaining venue in this Court.  MHS does not make any arguments that the public interest 

factors support transfer.  MHS makes no argument that this district shoulders a more congested 

docket than the Middle District.  Further, as this case is premised on federal question jurisdiction 

and both venues are in Pennsylvania, there are no choice of law matters that would be affected 

by the venue of the case. 

The Middle District may have an interest in ensuring that corporations located within its 

bounds do not unlawfully discriminate, but this district also has an interest in ensuring that its 

residents are not subject to such discrimination.  This case, however, concerns an issue that is not 

specific or local to either district.   

At the heart of MHS’s defense is its assertion that its residential setting is so unique as to 

exempt it from the requirements of federal and state law that prohibit discrimination on the basis 

of disability. As of 2009, the CDC estimated that more than 1.2 million people are living with 

HIV in the United States. Goldfein Decl. at ¶¶ 15, Ex H.  As MHS’ argument affects the people 

with HIV who are currently in congregate-living settings without creating a direct threat to 

others, the interest in this argument reaches far beyond the Middle District. MHS has not and 

cannot successfully argue that public interest factors support a transfer to the Middle District. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court deny MHS’ 

motion to transfer this case to the Middle District of Pennsylvania. 

 

Dated: February 13, 2012 Respectfully submitted,  

 

 AIDS LAW PROJECT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 

/s/  Ronda B. Goldfein    

Ronda B. Goldfein (PA 61452) 

1211 Chestnut Street, Suite 600 

Philadelphia, PA 19107 

(215) 587-9377 (tel.) 

(215) 587-9902 (fax) 

goldfein@aidslawpa.org 

 

      Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

 The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 

PLAINTIFFS’ MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION 

TO TRANSFER VENUE TO THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA is available for 

viewing through the Court’s ECF system this 13th day of February, 2012, addressed as follows: 

AMY C. FOERSTER 

SAUL EWING LLP  

2 NORTH SECOND ST., 7TH FL  

HARRISBURG, PA 17101  

717-257-7573  

Email: afoerster@saul.com 

 

MICHAEL A. FINIO  
SAUL EWING LLP  

2 N. SECOND ST., 7TH FL  

HARRISBURG, PA 17101  

717-238-7671  

Email: mfinio@saul.com 

 

ROBERT L. DUSTON  
SAUL EWING LLP  

1919 PENNSYLVANIA AVE NW  

SUITE 500  

WASHINGTON, DC 20006-3434  

202-342-3315  

Email: rduston@saul.com 

 

 

 

 

  

/s Ronda B. Goldfein  

Ronda B. Goldfein 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 

 

MOTHER SMITH, on behalf of herself and 

as Parent and Natural Guardian, on behalf of 

ABRAHAM SMITH, a Minor, 

 

            Plaintiffs, 

 

               v. 

MILTON HERSHEY SCHOOL, 

 

              Defendant. 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

:

: 

 

 

 

Case No: 11-7391-CDJ 

 

 

 

[PROPOSED] ORDER  

 

AND NOW, this ______ day of ____________________, 2012, upon consideration of 

Defendant Milton Hershey School’s Motion To Transfer Venue To The Middle District Of 

Pennsylvania and Plaintiffs’ response thereto, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant’s 

motion is DENIED.   

 

 

BY THE COURT: 

 

 

_______________________________ 

 Honorable C. Darnell Jones, II 

 United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 

 

MOTHER SMITH, on behalf of herself and 

as Parent and Natural Guardian, on behalf of 

ABRAHAM SMITH, a Minor, 

 

            Plaintiffs, 

 

               v. 

MILTON HERSHEY SCHOOL, 

 

              Defendant. 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

:

: 

 

 

 

Case No: 11-7391-CDJ 

 

 

 

DECLARATION OF RONDA B. GOLDFEIN IN SUPPORT  

OF PLAINTIFFS’ MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN  

OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO TRANSFER 

This Declaration is being submitted in support of Plaintiffs’ Brief In Opposition To 

Defendant’s Motions To Transfer Venue. 

1. My name is Ronda B. Goldfein.  I am over the age of eighteen and am competent 

to make this Declaration. 

2. I am an attorney and the executive director of the AIDS Law Project of 

Pennsylvania.  The AIDS Law Project of Pennsylvania is a non-profit, public interest law firm 

that provides free legal assistance to people with HIV/AIDS and those affected by the epidemic 

throughout the state of Pennsylvania.   

3. This firm represents Plaintiffs in the above-captioned litigation, and I am the 

attorney of record in the case.  As with all of our clients, the AIDS Law Project of Pennsylvania 

represents Plaintiffs pro bono, and has agreed to pay for all costs associated with the litigation.   
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4. The AIDS Law Project of Pennsylvania typically relies on the generosity of court 

reporters to provide their services pro bono for depositions, and has been successful in obtaining 

such services in the past for depositions held at our offices in Philadelphia. 

5.   If this case were transferred to the Middle District of Pennsylvania, the AIDS 

Law Project of Pennsylvania would have to bear the additional expense of paying for Plaintiffs 

(as well as our legal team) to stay in a hotel for the duration of trial. 

6. The straight line distance between the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and 

the James A. Byrne Federal Courthouse is 2.3 miles.  A true and correct copy of a map 

showing the straight line distance between the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, located 

at 3550 Market Street, Philadelphia Pennsylvania, GPS coordinates 39.9561457, -

75.1939455, and the James A. Byrne Federal Courthouse, located at 601 Market Street, 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, GPS coordinates 39.9510898 latitude, -75.1511804 longitude, 

calculated by the GPS Visualizer Calculator, available at http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/ 

calculators, is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

7. The straight line distance between the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and the 

Harrisburg Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse is 93.5 miles. A true and correct copy of a map 

showing the straight line distance between the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, located at 

3550 Market Street, Philadelphia Pennsylvania, GPS coordinates 39.9561457, -75.1939455, and 

the Harrisburg Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse, located at 228 Walnut Street, Harrisburg, 

Pennsylvania, GPS coordinates 40.261518 latitude, -76.882755 longitude, calculated by the GPS 

Visualizer Calculator, available at http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/calculators, is attached hereto 

as Exhibit B. 
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8. A true and correct copy of the Milton Hershey School’s Business Entity filing 

with the Pennsylvania Department of State, which was downloaded from the Pennsylvania 

Department of State Corporations website on February 13, 2012, and is available at 

https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/Corp.asp?15108, is attached hereto as 

Exhibit C.  

9. The straight line distance between the Milton Hershey School and the James 

A. Byrne Federal Courthouse is 82.7 miles.  A true and correct copy of a map showing the 

straight line distance between the Milton Hershey School, located at 801 Spartan Lane, 

Hershey, Pennsylvania, GPS coordinates 40.2859239 latitude, -76.6502468 longitude, and 

the James A. Byrne Federal Courthouse, located at 601 Market Street, Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, GPS coordinates 39.9510898 latitude, -75.1511804 longitude, calculated by 

the GPS Visualizer Calculator, available at http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/calculators, is 

attached hereto as Exhibit D. 

10. A true and correct copy of relevant portions of the Milton Hershey School & 

School Trust 2009 Form 990, filed with the Internal Revenue Service May 13, 2011, fiscal year 

ending July 31, 2010, which was downloaded from GuideStar on February 13, 2012, and is 

available at http://www2.guidestar.org/organizations/23-1353340/milton-hershey-school-school-

trust.aspx,  is attached hereto as Exhibit E (excluding supplements).   This is the most recent 990 

Form filed by the Milton Hershey School & School Trust that is publicly available for download 

on Guidestar’s website. 

11. According to its IRS Form 990 for fiscal year 2009, the Milton Hershey School 

reported 1,492 employees and 588 volunteers. 
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12. According its IRS Form 990 for fiscal year 2009, the Milton Hershey School 

reported $7,738,773,688 in total assets. 

13. A true and correct copy of The Early Childhood Education Linkage System & 

Healthy Child Care Pennsylvania, PA Chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics,  Fact 

Sheet, Universal, Standard and Transmission-Based Precautions As They Apply to Child 

Care Settings (2004), available at http://www.ecelshealthychildcarepa.org/content/ 

FSUniversal%20and%20Standard%20Precautions.pdf (last accessed Feb. 11, 2012), is 

attached hereto at Exhibit F. 

14. The straight line distance between the Milton Hershey School and the Milton 

Hershey Medical Center and Penn State Hershey Children’s Hospital is 1.9 miles.  A true 

and correct copy of a map showing the straight line distance between the Milton Hershey 

School, located at 801 Spartan Lane, Hershey, Pennsylvania, GPS coordinates 40.2859239 

latitude, -76.6502468 longitude, and the Milton Hershey Medical Center, located at 500 

University Drive, Hershey, Pennsylvania, GPS coordinates 40.26466 latitude, -76.675773 

longitude, calculated by the GPS Visualizer Calculator, available at 

http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/calculators, is attached hereto as Exhibit G. 

15. A true and correct copy of National Center for HIV/AIDS, Viral Hepatitis, 

STD, and TB Prevention, U.S. Centers for Disease Control, HIV in the United States (2011), 

available at http://www.cdc.gov/hiv/resources/factsheets/PDF/us.pdf (last accessed Feb. 13, 

2012), is attached hereto as Exhibit H. 
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16. The United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”) 

estimates that 1.2 million people in the United States are living with HIV.   

According to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is 

true and correct. 

Executed this 13th day of February, 2012 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

 

 /s/ Ronda B. Goldfein   

 Ronda B. Goldfein 
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· Atlas: Share a map
· Geocode an address
· Look up elevations
· Google Earth overlays

· Calculators
· GPSBabel
· Help/FAQ
· Examples

  Partner sites:
· GlobalMotion.com
· EveryTrail.com
· EveryTrail Guides
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Google Maps output

Your GPS data has been processed. Your Google Map should be displayed below, and it's also temporarily available to view or download from GPSVisualizer.com. If
something doesn't look like you expected it to, please contact me and explain the problem. If you want to save your Google Map to your Web site, the HTML source of
the map must be modified; the GPS Visualizer FAQ contains instructions on how to do so.

Map data ©2012 Google - Terms of Use

Google map100%

2000 ft

500 m

Tracks:
- 601 Market Street,

Philadelphia, PA - 3550
Market Street,
Philadelphia, PA: 2.2973
mi

   About this map:
Center of map: 39.9536,-75.1726

Return to the GPSV map form
(Bookmark this link to save settings) 

Help keep GPS Visualizer free 

If you find GPS Visualizer
interesting, time-saving, or just
plain fun, you can say "thanks" -
- and encourage further
development -- by clicking the
button above and making a
contribution via PayPal. Or,
check out GPS Visualizer's
Amazon.com wish list.

Print or download travel guides to your iPhone or GPS: Skyline to the Sea Trail • Hiking the Grand Canyon Rim to Rim • Half Dome • The Boston Freedom Trail •
Upper Yosemite Falls Hike • Lands End, San Francisco • Angel Island State Park • Cataract Trail Loop in Marin County • Coyote Creek Loop at Henry Coe State Park •
Half Moon Bay Coastal Trail • Bay Area Wildflower Hikes • Bay Area Scenic Drives • Sunol Wilderness • Stanford Dish Hike • Grand Canyon: Kaibab to Bright Angel
Trail • The Grand Canyon Rim Trail • Best Bay Area Backpacking • The High Sierra Trail • Best Bay Area Day Hikes • Great Hikes in the Grand Canyon • Queen's
Garden Trail,  Bryce Canyon Utah • Berry Creek Falls Loop at Big Basin Redwoods State Park • and more...

©2003-2012 Adam Schneider, . E-mail: adam gpsvisualizer com.

GPS Fleet Tracking
Reduce Fleet Costs,
Increase Profit See It
Work Now - Free Live
Demo!
www.FleetMatics.com/Fleet…

Galaxy Nexus
from Google
New Android 4.0, Ice
Cream Sandwich
Learn More Today!
google.com/nexus

Medical Billing
Software
Demo Our Medical
Billing Software. Free
30 Day Trial, Sign Up
Today!
www.Kareo.com

Truck GPS
Tracking System
Get Truck GPS
Tracking System Info.
Access 10 Search
Engines At Once.
www.Info.com/TruckGPSTr…

USC GIST Master's
Program
Earn a USC Masters in
Geographic
Information Science
and Technology.
GIS.USC.Edu
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GPS Visualizer: Google Maps output

http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/...61518%2C+-76.882755&desc2=39.952335%2C+-75.163789&convert_format=&gc_segments=&gc_altitude=&tickmark_interval=&show_wpt=3&add_elevation=&trk_colorize[2/13/2012 1:50:32 PM]

· About GPSV
· DRAW A MAP
· DRAW A PROFILE
· CONVERT A FILE

· Atlas: Share a map
· Geocode an address
· Look up elevations
· Google Earth overlays

· Calculators
· GPSBabel
· Help/FAQ
· Examples

  Partner sites:
· GlobalMotion.com
· EveryTrail.com
· EveryTrail Guides

GPS Visualizer

C fi

Like Y   
P
Y  

Google Maps output

Your GPS data has been processed. Your Google Map should be displayed below, and it's also temporarily available to view or download from GPSVisualizer.com. If
something doesn't look like you expected it to, please contact me and explain the problem. If you want to save your Google Map to your Web site, the HTML source of
the map must be modified; the GPS Visualizer FAQ contains instructions on how to do so.

Map data ©2012 Google - Terms of Use

Google map100%

20 mi

50 km

Tracks:
- 228 Walnut Street,

Harrisburg, PA - 3550
Marke, Philadelphia, PA:
93.531 mi

   About this map:
Center of map: 40.1069,-76.0233

Return to the GPSV map form
(Bookmark this link to save settings) 

Help keep GPS Visualizer free 

If you find GPS Visualizer
interesting, time-saving, or just
plain fun, you can say "thanks" -
- and encourage further
development -- by clicking the
button above and making a
contribution via PayPal. Or,
check out GPS Visualizer's
Amazon.com wish list.

Print or download travel guides to your iPhone or GPS: Skyline to the Sea Trail • Hiking the Grand Canyon Rim to Rim • Half Dome • The Boston Freedom Trail •
Upper Yosemite Falls Hike • Lands End, San Francisco • Angel Island State Park • Cataract Trail Loop in Marin County • Coyote Creek Loop at Henry Coe State Park •
Half Moon Bay Coastal Trail • Bay Area Wildflower Hikes • Bay Area Scenic Drives • Sunol Wilderness • Stanford Dish Hike • Grand Canyon: Kaibab to Bright Angel
Trail • The Grand Canyon Rim Trail • Best Bay Area Backpacking • The High Sierra Trail • Best Bay Area Day Hikes • Great Hikes in the Grand Canyon • Queen's
Garden Trail,  Bryce Canyon Utah • Berry Creek Falls Loop at Big Basin Redwoods State Park • and more...

©2003-2012 Adam Schneider, . E-mail: adam gpsvisualizer com.

RadioShack®
Official Site
Shop the Latest Deals
on Phones, Tablets &
Accessories this
Holiday!
www.RadioShackWireless.c…

Corning® Gorilla®
Glass
Exceptional Damage
Resistance. See What
Smartphones Have It.
CorningGorillaGlass.com

Improve your
Outlook
Free Legal Practice
Management Add-On
for Outlook
www.credenzasoft.com

Verizon Phone
Deals
Verizon Official Site.
Order Today and
Save.
verizonwireless.com

SatuitCRM
Buy-side CRM
solutions used by over
300 firms
www.satuit.com
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http://www.google.com/url?ct=abg&q=https://www.google.com/adsense/support/bin/request.py%3Fcontact%3Dabg_afc%26url%3Dhttp://www.gpsvisualizer.com/map%253Fformat%253Dgoogle%2526units%253Dus%2526lat1%253D40.261518%2526lon1%253D-76.882755%2526lat2%253D39.952335%2526lon2%253D-75.163789%2526name1%253D228%252BWalnut%252BStreet%25252C%252BHarrisburg%25252C%252BPA%2526name2%253D3550%252BMarke%25252C%252BPhiladelphia%25252C%252BPA%2526desc1%253D40.261518%25252C%252B-76.882755%2526desc2%253D39.952335%25252C%252B-75.163789%2526convert_format%253D%2526gc_segments%253D%2526gc_altitude%253D%2526tickmark_interval%253D%2526show_wpt%253D3%2526add_elevation%253D%2526trk_colorize%26hl%3Den%26client%3Dca-pub-7605458219863413%26adU%3Dwww.RadioShackWireless.com%26adT%3DRadioShack%25C2%25AE%2BOfficial%2BSite%26adU%3DCorningGorillaGlass.com%26adT%3DCorning%25C2%25AE%2BGorilla%25C2%25AE%2BGlass%26adU%3Dwww.credenzasoft.com%26adT%3DImprove%2Byour%2BOutlook%26adU%3Dverizonwireless.com%26adT%3DVerizon%2BPhone%2BDeals%26adU%3Dwww.satuit.com%26adT%3DSatuitCRM%26gl%3DUS&usg=AFQjCNGhiwpJxEYFCcMgRzLMiEshN6CuoQ
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Business Entity

https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/Corp.asp?151084[2/12/2012 6:14:44 PM]

Corporations
Online Services | Corporations | Forms | Contact Corporations | Business Services

   

Search

By Business Name

By Business Entity ID

Verify

Verify Certification

Online Orders

Register for Online 

Orders

Order Good Standing

Order Certified Documents

Order Business List

My Images

Search for Images

    

 Date: 2/12/2012 

 Business Entity Filing
History

(Select the link above to view the
Business Entity's Filing History) 

 

Business Name History

Name Name Type
MILTON HERSHEY SCHOOL Current Name

The Hershey Industrial School Prior Name

Non-Profit (Non Stock) - Domestic - Information

Entity Number: 159534

Status: Active

Entity Creation Date: 12/30/1919

State of Business.: PA

Registered Office Address: 801 SPARTAN LANE 

HERSHEY PA 17033-0 

Dauphin

Mailing Address: No Address

Copyright © 2002 Pennsylvania Department of State. All  Rights Reserved.
Commonwealth of PA Privacy Statement
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https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/login.asp
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/default.asp
http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/corporation_bureau/12457/forms/571880
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/contact.asp
http://www.dos.state.pa.us/corps
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/CSearch.asp?dtm=759305555555556
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/searchbycharternumber.asp?dtm=759305555555556
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/verify.asp?dtm=759305555555556
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/entityinfoedit.asp?dtm=759305555555556
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/entityinfoedit.asp?dtm=759305555555556
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/login.asp?dtm=759305555555556
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/login.asp?dtm=759305555555556
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/SearchBizList.asp?dtm=759305555555556
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/CSearchOrder.asp?dtm=759305555555556
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/Filings.asp?151084
https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/Filings.asp?151084
http://www.state.pa.us/
http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt?open=514&objID=377333&mode=2
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GPS Visualizer: Google Maps output

http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/...9%2C+-76.6502468&desc2=39.9510898%2C+-75.1511804&convert_format=&gc_segments=&gc_altitude=&tickmark_interval=&show_wpt=3&add_elevation=&trk_colorize=[2/12/2012 6:35:38 PM]

· About GPSV
· DRAW A MAP
· DRAW A PROFILE
· CONVERT A FILE

· Atlas: Share a map
· Geocode an address
· Look up elevations
· Google Earth overlays

· Calculators
· GPSBabel
· Help/FAQ
· Examples

  Partner sites:
· GlobalMotion.com
· EveryTrail.com
· EveryTrail Guides

GPS Visualizer

C fi

Like Y   
P
Y  

Google Maps output

Your GPS data has been processed. Your Google Map should be displayed below, and it's also temporarily available to view or download from GPSVisualizer.com. If
something doesn't look like you expected it to, please contact me and explain the problem. If you want to save your Google Map to your Web site, the HTML source of
the map must be modified; the GPS Visualizer FAQ contains instructions on how to do so.

Map data ©2012 Google - Terms of Use

Google map100%

10 mi

20 km

Tracks:
- 801 Spartan Lane

Hershey, PA - 601 Market
Street, Philadelphia, PA :
82.696 mi

   About this map:
Center of map: 40.1185,-75.9007

Return to the GPSV map form
(Bookmark this link to save settings) 

Help keep GPS Visualizer free 

If you find GPS Visualizer
interesting, time-saving, or just
plain fun, you can say "thanks" -
- and encourage further
development -- by clicking the
button above and making a
contribution via PayPal. Or,
check out GPS Visualizer's
Amazon.com wish list.

Print or download travel guides to your iPhone or GPS: Skyline to the Sea Trail • Hiking the Grand Canyon Rim to Rim • Half Dome • The Boston Freedom Trail •
Upper Yosemite Falls Hike • Lands End, San Francisco • Angel Island State Park • Cataract Trail Loop in Marin County • Coyote Creek Loop at Henry Coe State Park •
Half Moon Bay Coastal Trail • Bay Area Wildflower Hikes • Bay Area Scenic Drives • Sunol Wilderness • Stanford Dish Hike • Grand Canyon: Kaibab to Bright Angel
Trail • The Grand Canyon Rim Trail • Best Bay Area Backpacking • The High Sierra Trail • Best Bay Area Day Hikes • Great Hikes in the Grand Canyon • Queen's
Garden Trail,  Bryce Canyon Utah • Berry Creek Falls Loop at Big Basin Redwoods State Park • and more...

©2003-2012 Adam Schneider, . E-mail: adam gpsvisualizer com.

Download Google
Chrome
A free browser that
lets you do more of
what you like on the
web
www.google.com/chrome

Save USA Wind
Jobs
Urge Congress to add
500,000 jobs with
cheap, homegrown,
Wind Power.
www.saveusawindjobs.com

Solar Panels for
Homes
75% Lower Bills. 40%
PA Rebates! Call us
24hr 888-481-8665
Solar-Pennsylvania.org

USC GIST Master's
Program
Earn a USC Masters in
Geographic
Information Science
and Technology.
GIS.USC.Edu

Free Cell Phone
Tracking
Monitor & Track
Where They Are &
Where They Have
Been For Free!
GizmoGuide.com/Cell.Phon…
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http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/about.html
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/map_input
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/profile_input
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/convert_input
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/atlas.html
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/geocoding.html
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/elevation
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/kml_overlay
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/calculators
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/gpsbabel/
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/tutorials/
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/examples/
http://www.globalmotion.com/
http://www.everytrail.com/
http://www.everytrail.com/guides
http://www.facebook.com/gpsvisualizer
http://www.facebook.com/gpsvisualizer
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/misc/link.cgi?url=http%3A//itunes.apple.com/app/everytrail-pro/id353881166%3Fmt%3D8
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/display/1329089177-18692-69.249.188.38.html
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/download/1329089177-18692-69.249.188.38.html
mailto:bugs-10+1329089177-18692@gpsvisualizer.com
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/download/1329089177-18692-69.249.188.38.html
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/faq.html#section:google
http://www.everytrail.com/save_gv_trip.php?partner_id=1002&url=1329074393-04157&maptitle=801 Spartan Lane  Hershey, PA - 601 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA: 82.696 mi
http://maps.google.com/maps?ll=40.118507,-75.900714&spn=0.735126,1.922607&z=9&key=ABQIAAAAaG9JDbCe6Ra1Og0hKCn2LRRokW_ItEImBo7ewbVEJAzstSsRWhRJ3RMDAWpL55QacGZ2zQF2kLC_eA&sensor=false&mapclient=jsapi&oi=map_misc&ct=api_logo
http://www.google.com/intl/en_us/help/terms_maps.html
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/map_input?desc1=40.2859239%2C%20-76.6502468&desc2=39.9510898%2C%20-75.1511804&drawing_title=801%20Spartan%20Lane%20%20Hershey%2C%20PA%20-%20601%20Market%20Street%2C%20Philadelphia%2C%20PA%09%3A%2082.696%20mi&filename=distance.csv&form=google&name1=801%20Spartan%20Lane%20%20Hershey%2C%20PA&name2=601%20Market%20Street%2C%20Philadelphia%2C%20PA%09&show_wpt=3&units=us&form:lat1=40.2859239&form:lat2=39.9510898&form:lon1=-76.6502468&form:lon2=-75.1511804
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=D5DJG8EP248SA
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=D5DJG8EP248SA
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=D5DJG8EP248SA
http://www.amazon.com/gp/registry/?sort=priority&id=1QDE7J5SB2HYJ
http://www.amazon.com/gp/registry/?sort=priority&id=1QDE7J5SB2HYJ
http://www.everytrail.com/guides
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/skyline-to-the-sea-trail
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/hiking-the-grand-canyon-rim-to-rim
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/half-dome-hike
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/the-boston-freedom-trail
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/upper-yosemite-fall-hike
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/lands-end-san-francisco
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/angel-island-state-park
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/cataract-trail-loop-in-marin-county
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/coyote-creek-loop-at-henry-coe-state-park
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/half-moon-bay-coastal-trail
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/bay-area-wildflower-hikes
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/bay-area-scenic-drives
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/sunol-wilderness
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/the-stanford-dish-hike
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/the-grand-canyon-kaibab-to-bright-angel-trail
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/the-grand-canyon-kaibab-to-bright-angel-trail
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/the-grand-canyon-rim-trail
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/best-bay-area-backpacking
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/the-high-sierra-trail
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/best-bay-area-day-hikes
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/great-hikes-in-the-grand-canyon
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/queen-s-garden-trail-bryce-canyon-utah
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/queen-s-garden-trail-bryce-canyon-utah
http://www.everytrail.com/guide/berry-creek-falls-loop-at-big-basin-redwoods-state-park
http://www.everytrail.com/guides
http://adamschneider.net/
http://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=BK60wi0w4T7vqEo_XqQH9lJi0DePdkLgD6_nBjjGbh82nhQHg7HgQARgBINvyoAkoBTgAUOf85PD8_____wFgyfamjNCk5A-gAZXon9QDsgEVd3d3Lmdwc3Zpc3VhbGl6ZXIuY29tugEKMTYweDYwMF9hc8gBAdoB_wFodHRwOi8vd3d3Lmdwc3Zpc3VhbGl6ZXIuY29tL21hcD9mb3JtYXQ9Z29vZ2xlJnVuaXRzPXVzJmxhdDE9NDAuMjg1OTIzOSZsb24xPS03Ni42NTAyNDY4JmxhdDI9MzkuOTUxMDg5OCZsb24yPS03NS4xNTExODA0Jm5hbWUxPTgwMStTcGFydGFuK0xhbmUrK0hlcnNoZXklMkMrUEEmbmFtZTI9NjAxK01hcmtldCtTdHJlZXQlMkMrUGhpbGFkZWxwaGlhJTJDK1BBJTA5JmRlc2MxPTQwLjI4NTkyMzklMkMrLTc2LjY1MDI0NjgmZGVzYzI9MzkuOTUxMDj4AQHAAgmoAwHIAxfoA4wC6AOaBvUDAAAAxPUDAAAAEIgGAQ&num=1&cid=5GifMl2Jt-EOD5TV0W-mXK1c&sig=AOD64_08BfJpMOLYBPj1Gw2ZR74oeaN-fg&client=ca-pub-7605458219863413&adurl=http://ad.doubleclick.net/clk%3B242743964%3B70257341%3Bj
http://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=BK60wi0w4T7vqEo_XqQH9lJi0DePdkLgD6_nBjjGbh82nhQHg7HgQARgBINvyoAkoBTgAUOf85PD8_____wFgyfamjNCk5A-gAZXon9QDsgEVd3d3Lmdwc3Zpc3VhbGl6ZXIuY29tugEKMTYweDYwMF9hc8gBAdoB_wFodHRwOi8vd3d3Lmdwc3Zpc3VhbGl6ZXIuY29tL21hcD9mb3JtYXQ9Z29vZ2xlJnVuaXRzPXVzJmxhdDE9NDAuMjg1OTIzOSZsb24xPS03Ni42NTAyNDY4JmxhdDI9MzkuOTUxMDg5OCZsb24yPS03NS4xNTExODA0Jm5hbWUxPTgwMStTcGFydGFuK0xhbmUrK0hlcnNoZXklMkMrUEEmbmFtZTI9NjAxK01hcmtldCtTdHJlZXQlMkMrUGhpbGFkZWxwaGlhJTJDK1BBJTA5JmRlc2MxPTQwLjI4NTkyMzklMkMrLTc2LjY1MDI0NjgmZGVzYzI9MzkuOTUxMDj4AQHAAgmoAwHIAxfoA4wC6AOaBvUDAAAAxPUDAAAAEIgGAQ&num=1&cid=5GifMl2Jt-EOD5TV0W-mXK1c&sig=AOD64_08BfJpMOLYBPj1Gw2ZR74oeaN-fg&client=ca-pub-7605458219863413&adurl=http://ad.doubleclick.net/clk%3B242743964%3B70257341%3Bj
http://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/aclk?sa=L&ai=ByUJWi0w4T7vqEo_XqQH9lJi0De2QhbgD1bDGy0nAjbcBoMNxEAIYAiDb8qAJKAU4AFCspfu4AWDJ9qaM0KTkD7IBFXd3dy5ncHN2aXN1YWxpemVyLmNvbboBCjE2MHg2MDBfYXPIAQHaAf8BaHR0cDovL3d3dy5ncHN2aXN1YWxpemVyLmNvbS9tYXA_Zm9ybWF0PWdvb2dsZSZ1bml0cz11cyZsYXQxPTQwLjI4NTkyMzkmbG9uMT0tNzYuNjUwMjQ2OCZsYXQyPTM5Ljk1MTA4OTgmbG9uMj0tNzUuMTUxMTgwNCZuYW1lMT04MDErU3BhcnRhbitMYW5lKytIZXJzaGV5JTJDK1BBJm5hbWUyPTYwMStNYXJrZXQrU3RyZWV0JTJDK1BoaWxhZGVscGhpYSUyQytQQSUwOSZkZXNjMT00MC4yODU5MjM5JTJDKy03Ni42NTAyNDY4JmRlc2MyPTM5Ljk1MTA4gAIBqAMByAMX6AOMAugDmgb1AwAAAMT1AwAAABA&num=2&sig=AOD64_1blkhXYTj_wYtpAmBERuZwq6pJ7Q&client=ca-pub-7605458219863413&adurl=http://www.saveusawindjobs.com
http://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/aclk?sa=L&ai=ByUJWi0w4T7vqEo_XqQH9lJi0De2QhbgD1bDGy0nAjbcBoMNxEAIYAiDb8qAJKAU4AFCspfu4AWDJ9qaM0KTkD7IBFXd3dy5ncHN2aXN1YWxpemVyLmNvbboBCjE2MHg2MDBfYXPIAQHaAf8BaHR0cDovL3d3dy5ncHN2aXN1YWxpemVyLmNvbS9tYXA_Zm9ybWF0PWdvb2dsZSZ1bml0cz11cyZsYXQxPTQwLjI4NTkyMzkmbG9uMT0tNzYuNjUwMjQ2OCZsYXQyPTM5Ljk1MTA4OTgmbG9uMj0tNzUuMTUxMTgwNCZuYW1lMT04MDErU3BhcnRhbitMYW5lKytIZXJzaGV5JTJDK1BBJm5hbWUyPTYwMStNYXJrZXQrU3RyZWV0JTJDK1BoaWxhZGVscGhpYSUyQytQQSUwOSZkZXNjMT00MC4yODU5MjM5JTJDKy03Ni42NTAyNDY4JmRlc2MyPTM5Ljk1MTA4gAIBqAMByAMX6AOMAugDmgb1AwAAAMT1AwAAABA&num=2&sig=AOD64_1blkhXYTj_wYtpAmBERuZwq6pJ7Q&client=ca-pub-7605458219863413&adurl=http://www.saveusawindjobs.com
http://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=BG1dni0w4T7vqEo_XqQH9lJi0Dfrn4MECqpzUpSTAjbcB8KNXEAMYAyDb8qAJKAU4AFDYj-PG______8BYMn2pozQpOQPoAHwlcLnA7IBFXd3dy5ncHN2aXN1YWxpemVyLmNvbboBCjE2MHg2MDBfYXPIAQHaAf8BaHR0cDovL3d3dy5ncHN2aXN1YWxpemVyLmNvbS9tYXA_Zm9ybWF0PWdvb2dsZSZ1bml0cz11cyZsYXQxPTQwLjI4NTkyMzkmbG9uMT0tNzYuNjUwMjQ2OCZsYXQyPTM5Ljk1MTA4OTgmbG9uMj0tNzUuMTUxMTgwNCZuYW1lMT04MDErU3BhcnRhbitMYW5lKytIZXJzaGV5JTJDK1BBJm5hbWUyPTYwMStNYXJrZXQrU3RyZWV0JTJDK1BoaWxhZGVscGhpYSUyQytQQSUwOSZkZXNjMT00MC4yODU5MjM5JTJDKy03Ni42NTAyNDY4JmRlc2MyPTM5Ljk1MTA4gAIBqAMByAMX6AOMAugDmgb1AwAAAMT1AwAAABCIBgE&num=3&cid=5GifMl2Jt-EOD5TV0W-mXK1c&sig=AOD64_0kLc9N547irGSvwrdnLtffQL44NA&client=ca-pub-7605458219863413&adurl=http://www.solar-pennsylvania.org/%3Futm_source%3Dgoogle%26utm_type%3Dcontent%26utm_medium%3Dcpc%26utm_campaign%3DCG1-PA_SPA/solar%26utm_adgroup%3DHow_Solar_Works%26utm_content%3DSREL-CG1-SAM_002%26utm_term%3Dsolar%26utm_match%3D%26utm_site%3Dwww.gpsvisualizer.com
http://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=BG1dni0w4T7vqEo_XqQH9lJi0Dfrn4MECqpzUpSTAjbcB8KNXEAMYAyDb8qAJKAU4AFDYj-PG______8BYMn2pozQpOQPoAHwlcLnA7IBFXd3dy5ncHN2aXN1YWxpemVyLmNvbboBCjE2MHg2MDBfYXPIAQHaAf8BaHR0cDovL3d3dy5ncHN2aXN1YWxpemVyLmNvbS9tYXA_Zm9ybWF0PWdvb2dsZSZ1bml0cz11cyZsYXQxPTQwLjI4NTkyMzkmbG9uMT0tNzYuNjUwMjQ2OCZsYXQyPTM5Ljk1MTA4OTgmbG9uMj0tNzUuMTUxMTgwNCZuYW1lMT04MDErU3BhcnRhbitMYW5lKytIZXJzaGV5JTJDK1BBJm5hbWUyPTYwMStNYXJrZXQrU3RyZWV0JTJDK1BoaWxhZGVscGhpYSUyQytQQSUwOSZkZXNjMT00MC4yODU5MjM5JTJDKy03Ni42NTAyNDY4JmRlc2MyPTM5Ljk1MTA4gAIBqAMByAMX6AOMAugDmgb1AwAAAMT1AwAAABCIBgE&num=3&cid=5GifMl2Jt-EOD5TV0W-mXK1c&sig=AOD64_0kLc9N547irGSvwrdnLtffQL44NA&client=ca-pub-7605458219863413&adurl=http://www.solar-pennsylvania.org/%3Futm_source%3Dgoogle%26utm_type%3Dcontent%26utm_medium%3Dcpc%26utm_campaign%3DCG1-PA_SPA/solar%26utm_adgroup%3DHow_Solar_Works%26utm_content%3DSREL-CG1-SAM_002%26utm_term%3Dsolar%26utm_match%3D%26utm_site%3Dwww.gpsvisualizer.com
http://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=Bta0vi0w4T7vqEo_XqQH9lJi0DfiG0L0CuNmH1STAjbcBgK-XARAEGAQg2_KgCSgFOABQvazixv7_____AWDJ9qaM0KTkD6ABmpPm5gOyARV3d3cuZ3BzdmlzdWFsaXplci5jb226AQoxNjB4NjAwX2FzyAEB2gH_AWh0dHA6Ly93d3cuZ3BzdmlzdWFsaXplci5jb20vbWFwP2Zvcm1hdD1nb29nbGUmdW5pdHM9dXMmbGF0MT00MC4yODU5MjM5JmxvbjE9LTc2LjY1MDI0NjgmbGF0Mj0zOS45NTEwODk4JmxvbjI9LTc1LjE1MTE4MDQmbmFtZTE9ODAxK1NwYXJ0YW4rTGFuZSsrSGVyc2hleSUyQytQQSZuYW1lMj02MDErTWFya2V0K1N0cmVldCUyQytQaGlsYWRlbHBoaWElMkMrUEElMDkmZGVzYzE9NDAuMjg1OTIzOSUyQystNzYuNjUwMjQ2OCZkZXNjMj0zOS45NTEwOIACAcgC3tiUEagDAcgDF-gDjALoA5oG9QMAAADE9QMAAAAQiAYB&num=4&cid=5GifMl2Jt-EOD5TV0W-mXK1c&sig=AOD64_1pWrRBI0AiopFwwEwAlpwUPnasjQ&client=ca-pub-7605458219863413&adurl=http://gis.usc.edu/gist-masters-nc/%3Fkwdmt%3Dnational%2520content%26kwd%3Dgeocode
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FACT SHEETS 

on Child Health Issues 
 

Table of Contents 
 

Many fact sheets on infectious disease are now available in Managing Infectious 
Diseases in Child Care and Schools:  A Quick Reference Guide – published by the 
American Academy of Pediatrics, 2004*.  ECELS offers the following Fact Sheets- 

 
♦ INFECTIOUS DISEASE   

• Bronchiolitis 
• Fever 
• Preventing Spread of Infectious Disease 
• Universal and Standard Precautions 

 
♦ MENTAL / BEHAVIORAL HEALTH 

• ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) 
• Behavior Problems – Overview 
• Biting 
• Discipline: Changing a Young Child’s Behavior 
• Repetitive Behavior 

 
♦ SPECIAL HEALTH NEEDS 
• Asthma 
• Asthma & Tobacco Smoke 
• Children with Diabetes 
• Children with Seizures 
• Clean Intermittent Catheterization 
• Pediatric Gastroesophageal Reflux 
• Spina Bifida 
• Tube Feeding 

 
♦ OTHER 
• Hand Hygiene 
• Poison Ivy, Oak, Sumac 

 
* References: American Academy of Pediatrics print publications can be purchased from the 
bookstore of the American Academy of Pediatrics at: http://www.aap.org. 
 
ECELS – also known as Healthy Child Care Pennsylvania – is a program of the PA Chapter of 
the American Academy of Pediatrics. ECELS is supported by funds from the PA Department of 
Public Welfare, PA Department of Health, Contributions and Grants from federal agencies, 
corporations, foundations and individuals.   Updated: November, 2004 
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FACT  SHEET      
 
 
UNIVERSAL, STANDARD AND 
TRANSMISSION-BASED PRECAUTIONS  
AS THEY APPLY TO CHILD CARE SETTINGS 
 
The terms “Universal Precautions” “Standard Precautions” and “Transmission-based 
Precautions” were developed for applications in medical and industrial settings.  They apply to 
child care with some adjustments from their meaning in other settings.  
 
What are Standard Precautions?  
Standard Precautions apply to contact with non-intact skin, mucous membranes, blood, all body 
fluids, and excretions except sweat, whether or not they contain visible blood.  They include 
general methods of infection prevention are indicated for both children and adults in the early 
education and child care setting. These methods reduce the risk of transmission of 
microorganisms that can cause infection, even when those spreading the micro-organisms do 
not appear to be ill.   
 
Standard precautions involve cleaning and sanitizing contaminated surfaces in addition to the 
use of barriers described in Universal Precautions. Unlike medical care settings, gowns and 
masks are not required in early education and child care facilities.  Appropriate barriers to use in 
include materials such as disposable diaper table paper, disposable towels, and surfaces that 
can be sanitized.  Use of non-porous gloves is optional except when blood or blood containing 
body fluids may be involved. (See “Wearing Gloves” below.) 
 
What are Universal Precautions? 
Universal Precautions apply to blood, other body fluids containing blood, semen, and vaginal 
secretions, but not to feces, nasal secretions, sputum, sweat, tears, urine, saliva and vomit 
unless these others contain visible blood or are likely to contain blood.  Universal precautions 
include avoiding injuries caused by sharp instruments or devices and the use of protective 
barriers such as gloves, gowns, aprons, masks, or protective eyewear, which can reduce the 
risk of exposure of the worker's skin or mucous membranes that could come in contact with 
materials that may contain blood-borne pathogens while the worker is providing first aid or care. 
 
What are Transmission-based Precautions? 
Transmission-based Precautions are precautions in addition to Standard Precautions that are 
required where airborne, droplet and contact transmission of infectious organisms may occur.  
In addition to hand washing, cleaning and sanitation of surfaces, these include use of a room 
shared only by those who are infected with the same infectious agent (with negative-pressure 
ventilation when airborne spread is involved), use of masks for infections spread by the airborne 
and droplet routes, and use of gowns and gloves for diseases spread by contact.   
 
Although gloves need not be worn in feeding human milk (breastmilk) or cleaning up spilled 
human milk, human milk can be contaminated with infectious materials.  Wearing gloves to 
clean up a big spill of human milk is a reasonable, but is an optional additional precaution. While 
human milk can be contaminated with blood from a cracked nipple, the risk of transmission of 
infection to caregivers who are feeding expressed breast milk is very low.  
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Either single-use disposable gloves or utility gloves should be used. Single-use disposable 
gloves should be used only once and then discarded immediately without being handled.  
If utility gloves are used, they should be cleaned after every use with soap and water and then 
dipped in bleach solution up to the wrist. The gloves should then be taken off and hung to dry. 
The utility gloves should be worn, not handled, during this cleaning and sanitizing procedure. 
 
What method should be used to apply Standard Precautions? 
For spills of body fluids, urine, feces, blood, saliva, nasal discharge, eye discharge, injury or 
tissue discharges, and human milk, use the following step-by-step approach: 
 

1. Pick up the spill using disposable towels and tools that can be sanitized afterward. Be 
careful not to splash any of the contaminated materials around.  

2. Use a detergent to clean all surfaces in contact with the spill. Clean floors, rugs and 
carpeting that have been contaminated by body fluids by blotting to remove the fluid as 
quickly as possible, then clean and sanitize by spot-cleaning, shampooing, or steam-
cleaning the contaminated surface.  Cleaning and sanitizing rugs and carpeting that 
have been contaminated by body fluids is challenging.  Trying to extract as much of the 
contaminating material as possible before it penetrates the surface to lower layers helps 
to minimize this challenge.  Cleaning and sanitizing the surface without damaging it 
requires use of special cleaning agents designed for use on rugs, or steam cleaning. 

3. For spills of vomit, urine, human milk, and feces, on floors, walls, bathrooms, tabletops, 
toys, kitchen counter tops, and diaper-changing tables: first clean the surface with 
detergent, then rinse the cleaned surface, and then apply a sanitizing solution. If the 
solution is a 1:64 dilution of bleach water (1 tablespoon of bleach to a quart of water 
prepared fresh daily from domestic bleach) the surface must be thoroughly wet and left 
in contact with the bleach solution for 2 minutes.  If some other dilution or chemical is 
used to sanitize, follow the manufacturer’s instructions.  

4. Dispose of any blood-contaminated material in a plastic bag with a secure tie.  
 

What should caregivers do when there has been a possible exposure to blood? 
Stay calm and rational.  Bacteria and viruses carried in the blood, such as hepatitis B virus, 
pose a small but specific risk in the child care setting. Blood and direct blood-derived fluids 
(such as watery discharges from injuries) pose the highest potential risk, because these body 
fluids contain the highest concentration of viruses. Hepatitis B virus can survive in a dried state 
in the environment for at least a week and perhaps even longer. Some other body fluids such as 
saliva contaminated with blood or blood-associated fluids may contain live virus (such as 
hepatitis B virus) but at lower concentrations than are found in blood. Other body fluids, 
including urine and feces, do not pose a risk with blood borne diseases unless they are visibly 
contaminated with blood, although these fluids do pose a risk with other infectious diseases.     
 
Mucous membrane exposure to blood is unlikely to cause disease unless the person whose 
blood was transferred has a blood-borne disease.  Instances in which one child draws blood of 
another individual during biting or otherwise gets blood from another person on mucous 
membranes are very rare, but can cause considerable concern.  Child bites do not often break 
the skin and when the skin is broken, bleeding begins a few seconds later, usually after the biter 
releases the bitten flesh.  Despite the fact that biting is a common behavior by young children, 
transmission of blood borne disease by biting in child care has not been reported.  
Nevertheless, if blood transfer has occurred, exposing a mucous membrane to blood from 
another individual (e.g. blood from another individual is visible in the mouth of a biter), this 
should be treated as an accidental exposure to a potential HIV-containing body fluid. HIV testing 
may not account for a potential exposure to the virus from the time between a previous test and 
the exposure. The person who has experienced a mucous membrane exposure to blood should 
be tested up to 9 months after the exposure if the status of the donor of the blood is unknown.  
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When a mucous membrane blood exposure occurs, child care providers should: 
• Inform the exposed adult or the parents of the child who had a mucous membrane exposure 

to someone else’s blood that: 
1) The adult or child was exposed to another person’s blood; 
2) The risk of transmission of HIV is very small; 
3) The exposed adult or the parents of the exposed child should notify the primary care 

physician of the exposure;  
4) The person who was exposed to blood should have a baseline test for HIV. 

• Inform the person whose blood was involved (or the legal guardians if that person is a child) 
about the incident and ask: 

1) If the person whose blood is involved ever had an HIV test and, if so, if those results 
could be shared with the exposed adult or parents of the exposed child; 

2) If that person does not know or has never had an HIV test if that person would be 
willing to have one and share results with the exposed adult or the parents of the 
child who was exposed. 

 
Some children and adults may unknowingly be infected with HIV or other infectious agents, 
such as hepatitis B virus, as these agents may be present in blood or body fluids. Thus, the staff 
in all facilities should adopt standard precautions for all blood spills and possible exposure to 
blood. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires a facility plan and 
annual training of staff members who may be exposed to blood as a condition of their 
employment. These OSHA requirements apply to child care workers who are employees.  The 
sanctions for failing to comply with OSHA requirements can be costly, both in fines and in health 
consequences. Child care providers should take the necessary steps to meet OSHA 
requirements. Regional offices of OSHA are listed with other federal agencies in the telephone 
directory.  ECELS-Healthy Child Care PA has an On-line Self-Learning Module that guides early 
education and child care providers through the development of a facility plan at www.ecels-
healthychildcarepa.org. 
 
What should caregivers do if a child has been fed the milk of another child’s mother? 
Promote breastfeeding at every opportunity, but be careful so a human milk mix-up doesn’t 
happen. Feeding human milk to babies has benefits that include preventing disease in the short 
term as well as throughout life. Child care providers should do everything they can to encourage 
families of infants to try to use human milk for as many milk feedings as possible. Human milk is 
a body fluid, and can carry infectious agents. So, with rare exceptions, babies should drink their 
own mother’s milk only.   
 
Instances in which one child is mistakenly fed another child's bottle should not occur if proper 
procedures are used.  Caregivers must be sure that all infant feeding bottles are labeled with 
the child’s name and date of preparation and that they check the label on the bottle every time 
they start to feed. A mix-up could happen if the caregiver picks up a bottle that was prepared for 
another child, or one that another child dropped or put down. Risk of HIV transmission from 
expressed human milk that another child has drunk is believed to be low because: 
• In the United States, women who know they are HIV-positive are advised not to breastfeed 

their infants; 
• Compounds present in human milk, together with time and cold temperatures, act to destroy 

the HIV present in expressed human milk. 
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If a mix-up occurs, it must be treated as an accidental exposure to a potential hepatitis B, 
hepatitis C, CMV (cytomegalovirus) or HIV-containing body fluid.  All infants should have been 
immunized against hepatitis b, and CMV is a common infection for young children.  To address 
the concern about transmission of HIV by human milk when a mix-up occurs, providers should: 
• Inform the parents of the child who was given the wrong bottle that: 

1. Their child was given another child's bottle of expressed human milk; 
2. The risk of transmission of HIV is very small; 
3. They should notify the child's physician of the exposure;  
4. The child should have a baseline test for HIV. 

• Inform the mother who expressed the human milk of the bottle switch and ask: 
1. If she has ever had an HIV test and, if so, if she would be willing to share the results with 

the parents of the exposed child; 
2. If she does not know if she has ever had an HIV test, if she would be willing to contact 

her obstetrician and find out, and if she has, share the results with the parents; 
3. If she has never had an HIV test, if she would be willing to have one and share results 

with the parents; 
4. When the human milk was expressed and how it was handled before being brought to 

the facility. 
• Since HIV testing may not account for a potential exposure to the virus from the time in 

between the previous test and the exposure, an infant should be tested up to 9 months after 
the exposure if the status of the donor mother is unknown. If an infant is exposed to 
expressed human milk from someone else’s mother, that infant should complete the 
hepatitis b vaccination series, if the series is not complete already.  

 
 
 
Reference:  American Academy of Pediatrics and the American Public Health Association. Caring for 

Our Children, the National Health and Safety Performance Standards: Guidelines for Out-
of-Home Care, 2nd edition, 2002. 

 
Prepared by:  Susan S. Aronson MD, FAAP  11-04 
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GPS Visualizer: Google Maps output

http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/...66%2C+-76.675773&desc2=40.2859239%2C+-76.6502468&convert_format=&gc_segments=&gc_altitude=&tickmark_interval=&show_wpt=3&add_elevation=&trk_colorize=[2/12/2012 6:36:53 PM]

· About GPSV
· DRAW A MAP
· DRAW A PROFILE
· CONVERT A FILE

· Atlas: Share a map
· Geocode an address
· Look up elevations
· Google Earth overlays

· Calculators
· GPSBabel
· Help/FAQ
· Examples

  Partner sites:
· GlobalMotion.com
· EveryTrail.com
· EveryTrail Guides

GPS Visualizer
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Google Maps output

Your GPS data has been processed. Your Google Map should be displayed below, and it's also temporarily available to view or download from GPSVisualizer.com. If
something doesn't look like you expected it to, please contact me and explain the problem. If you want to save your Google Map to your Web site, the HTML source of
the map must be modified; the GPS Visualizer FAQ contains instructions on how to do so.

Google map100%

Tracks:
- 500 University Drive,

Hershey, PA - 801 Spartan
Lane Hershey, PA: 1.9931
mi

   About this map:
Center of map: 40.2753,-76.6630

Return to the GPSV map form
(Bookmark this link to save settings) 

Help keep GPS Visualizer free 

If you find GPS Visualizer
interesting, time-saving, or just
plain fun, you can say "thanks" -
- and encourage further
development -- by clicking the
button above and making a
contribution via PayPal. Or,
check out GPS Visualizer's
Amazon.com wish list.

GPS Tracking
Systems
Watch a Free
Demonstration
Increased
Productivity, Profit
www.Sage-Quest.com

Save USA Wind
Jobs
Urge Congress to add
500,000 jobs with
cheap, homegrown,
Wind Power.
www.saveusawindjobs.com

Fluke®'s Thermal
Imaging
Wondering What
Thermal Imaging Is?
How Is It Helpful?
Read This Blog!
Thermal-Imaging-Blog.com

Download Google
Chrome
A free browser that
lets you do more of
what you like on the
web
www.google.com/chrome

Web Geospatial
Framework
Rapidly Develop &
Deploy Geo Apps
Integrates On The
Earth / Maps API
www.t-sciences.com

Ads by Google   GPS Map Software   Geocode Map   Calculator   Download Google Map
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Print or download travel guides to your iPhone or GPS: Skyline to the Sea Trail • Hiking the Grand Canyon Rim to Rim • Half Dome • The Boston Freedom Trail •
Upper Yosemite Falls Hike • Lands End, San Francisco • Angel Island State Park • Cataract Trail Loop in Marin County • Coyote Creek Loop at Henry Coe State Park •
Half Moon Bay Coastal Trail • Bay Area Wildflower Hikes • Bay Area Scenic Drives • Sunol Wilderness • Stanford Dish Hike • Grand Canyon: Kaibab to Bright Angel
Trail • The Grand Canyon Rim Trail • Best Bay Area Backpacking • The High Sierra Trail • Best Bay Area Day Hikes • Great Hikes in the Grand Canyon • Queen's
Garden Trail,  Bryce Canyon Utah • Berry Creek Falls Loop at Big Basin Redwoods State Park • and more...

©2003-2012 Adam Schneider, . E-mail: adam gpsvisualizer com.
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National Center for HIV/AIDS, Viral Hepatitis, STD, and TB Prevention
Division of HIV/AIDS Prevention

HIV in the United States* November 2011

    Fast Facts
• 1.2 million people in the United States are living with HIV infection and 1 in 5 are unaware of their infection. 
• MSM, particularly young, black MSM, are most severely affected by HIV. 
• By race, African Americans face the most severe HIV burden.

CDC estimates 1.2 million people in the United States (US) are living with HIV infection. One in five (20%) of those people 
are unaware of their infection. Despite increases in the total number of people in the US living with HIV infection in 
recent years, the annual number of new HIV infections has remained relatively stable. However, new infections continue 
at far too high of a level, with approximately 50,000 Americans becoming infected with HIV each year. 

In 2009, an estimated 42,011 people were diagnosed with HIV infection in the 40 states with confidential name-based 
HIV infection reporting since at least January 2006. In that same year, an estimated 34,247 people throughout the US (50 
states and the District of Columbia) were diagnosed with AIDS. Since the epidemic began, an estimated 1,108,611 people 
in the US have been diagnosed with AIDS.

More than 16,000 people with AIDS were estimated to have died in 2008, and nearly 594,500 people with AIDS in the US 
have died since the epidemic began.

By Risk Group 
Gay, Bisexual, and Other Men Who Have Sex with Men (MSM)1 of all races and ethnicities remain the population most 
severely affected by HIV. 

• CDC estimates that MSM account for just 2% of the US population, but accounted for 61% of all new HIV infections in 
2009. MSM accounted for 49% of people living with HIV infection in 2008 (the most recent year prevalence data  
are available).

Estimates of New HIV Infections in the United States,  
2009, for the Most-Affected Subpopulations 

• In 2009, white MSM accounted for the largest 
number of new HIV infections of any group in 
the US, followed closely by black MSM.

• Young, black MSM were the only risk group 
in the US to experience statistically significant 
increases in new HIV infections from  
2006–2009. 

Heterosexuals and Injection Drug Users also 
continue to be affected by HIV. 

• Heterosexuals accounted for 27% of estimated 
new HIV infections in 2009 and 28% of people 
living with HIV infection in 2008. 

• Injection drug users represented 9% of new 
HIV infections in 2009 and 17% of those living 
with HIV in 2008. 

• HIV infections among women are primarily 
attributed to heterosexual contact or injection 
drug use. Women accounted for 23% of 
estimated new HIV infections in 2009 and 25% 
of those living with HIV infection in 2008. 

*This fact sheet highlights key information about those most affected by HIV infection in the United States. For information about other risk populations, visit www.cdc.gov/hiv. 
1The term men who have sex with men (MSM) is used in CDC surveillance systems. It indicates the behaviors that transmit HIV infection, not how individuals self-identify in terms of their sexuality.
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Source: Prejean J, et al. Estimated HIV incidence in the United States, 2006-2009. PLoS One 2001;6(8):1-13.

Subpopulations representing 2% or less of the overall US epidemic are not re�ected in this chart.
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Estimated New HIV Infections, 2009, by 
Transmission Category

MSM
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Estimated New HIV Infections, 2009, by Transmission Category

Source: Prejean J, et al. Estimated HIV incidence in the United States, 2006-2009. PLoS One 2001;6(8):1-13.

By Race/Ethnicity
Blacks continue to experience the most severe burden  
of HIV.

• Blacks represent approximately 14% of the US 
population, but accounted for an estimated 44% of 
new HIV infections in 2009.

• At some point in their life, approximately 1 in 16 black 
men will be diagnosed with HIV infection, as will 1 in 
32 black women. 

• In 2009, the estimated rate of new HIV infections 
among black men was six and a half times as high 
as that of white men, and more than two and a half 
times as high as that of Latino men and of black 
women. In the same year, the estimated rate of new 
HIV infections among black women was 15 times that 
of white women and over three times that of  
Latina women.

Latinos are also disproportionately affected by HIV. 

• Latinos represented 16% of the population but accounted for 20% of new HIV infections in 2009. 
• In 2009, the estimated rate of new HIV infections among Latino men was two and a half times that of white men. 

That same year, the rate of new HIV infections among Latina women was four and a half times that of white women.

Estimated Rate of New HIV Infections, 2009,  
by Gender and Race/Ethnicity
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Additional Resources:

 CDC-INFO
1-800-CDC-INFO (232-4636)
cdcinfo@cdc.gov
Get answers to questions   andlocate HIV testing sites.

CDC HIV Web Site
www.cdc.gov/hiv

Locate an HIV Testing Site
www.hivtest.org

CDC National Prevention
Information Network (NPIN)
1-800-458-5231
www.cdcnpin.org
Technical assistance and
resources.

AIDSInfo
1-800-448-0440
www.aidsinfo.nih.gov
Treatment and clinical trials.

AIDS.gov
www.aids.gov
Comprehensive government
HIV resources.
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